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ABSTRACT 

A modtfied Carnot analysis with fkite heat exchanger 
(H&) sizes, counterjlow HX con$igurations, and ideal glide 
matching was conducted for an air-to-air heat pump 
application. lhe purpose of the analysis was to determine 
the envelope of potential HX size and refrigerant-side 
augmentation benefits for ideal mixtures relative to pure 
refrigerant alternatives. The mixture coeficient of perfor- 
mance (COP) bent@s examined are those due to exact 
external fluid glide-matching of idealized mixtures in more 
effective heat exchangers. 

Maximum possible mixture COP gains are evaluatedfor 
four steady-state air-to-air heat pump conditions. Pet$or- 
mance improvement opportunities are found to be primarily 
in the cooling mode. lhe efects of deviationfiom counter- 
jIow by use of crossflow and counter-crossflow HX configu- 
rations are aadressed. Refrigerant-side augmentation with 
pure and mixed refrigerants is examined for air-side 
dominant and air-to-refrigerant balanced Hxr. 

INTRODUCTION 

Advantages of HX Augmentation 

The performance advantages of heat exchanger aug- 
mentation, in light of the growing urgency to switch to 
xero-ozonedepletion alternative refrigerants, are twofold. 
First, refrigerant-side augmentation can narrow the differ- 
ence between pure and mixture heat transfer coefficients 
(Vineyard et al. 1992). Second, augmentation yields larger 
effective HX sixes, which increases the theoretical cycle 
advantage for nonazeotropic refrigerant mixtures (NARMs) 
over pure refrigerants (Didion and Bivens 1990) for 
applications where the external fluid temperatnres are not 
constant through the heat exchangers (Loreru 1894). Thus, 
for mixture cycles, there is a potential dual benefit from 
refrigerant-side enhancement. 

Pure refrigerant alternatives (including axe&ropes) will 
also benefit from HX enhancement by the incorporation of 
more efficient surfaces at the same time the heat exchangers 
are redesigned to accommodate a new. fhtid. Unless _I 
augmentation is sufficient to counter any reduced mixture 
heat-transfer coefficients and to offset mixture penalties for 
non-ideal HX configurations with improved cycle perfor- 

mance, the comparative cycle COP gain from augmentation 
for NARMs may remain below that with pure refrigerant 
alternatives. 

Objective of Present Analysis 

The intent of this analysis is to provide an overview of 
the potential benefits of heat exchanger augmentation-with 
emphasis on the refrigerant-side-for pure and mixed 
refrigerants in air-to-air heat pumps. The analysis considers 
representative 

- 
- 
- 

application source and sink temperatures, 
external fluid glides, and 
HX sires referenced to known refrigerant-side condi- 
tions. 

Approach 

For the evaluation of HX augmentation benefits, the 
approach taken was first to determine the maximum 
potential COP gains from more effective heat exchangers, 
i.e., those with larger total (system) UA levels.’ More 
effective heat exchangers can be obtained by increased air- 
and refrigerant-side surface areas, improved fin efficiency, 
increased tube-to-fin conductances, and/or enhanced air- 
and refrigerant-side heat transfer surfaces. We look initially 
at the benefits of more effective HXs without regard to the 
specifics of how such increases would be accomplished. 

, Followjng this more general evaluation for a range of 
typical operating conditions, we consider the effects of 
refrigerant-side heat transfer enhancement (and possible 
degradation in the case of mixtures). 

MODIFIED CARNOT ANALYSIS 
WITH FINITE HEAT EXCHANGER SIZES 
AND FIXED EXTERNAL GLIDES 

Simplifying Assumptions 

A modified Camot approach, using specified external 
f&id glides and HX mean temperature differences (MTDs) 

‘UA is defined as the overall conductancearea product for a heat 
exchanger. 

C. Keith Riie is a raearch engineer at Oak Rid ge Nat&al Laboratory, Oakkdgk, TN. 
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Was used as the basis to assess the sensitivity of cycle COP 
to more effective HXs. Known refrigerant- and air-side 
conditions were used to establish baseline MTDs renre- 
sentative of an air-to-air heat pump. Both pure and mixed 

refrigerant cycles are analyzed with th@ MTD-based 
modified Carnot approach.2 

The simplifying assumptions made for the analysis are 
as follows: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

HX configurations are countedow for mixtures-ex- 
cept where the effects of crossflow or counter-cross- 
flow configurations are explicitly considered; 
there is exact glide matching for mixtures-refrigerant 
glides over evaporating and condensing regions exactly 
match the glides (i.e., ranges) of the respective external 
fluids giving linear, parallel temperature-vs.-length 
profiles3; 
pure refrigerants evaporate and condense at a constant 
temperature (no pressure drop effects considered); 
cycle performance is based upon a first-law analysis of 
a modified Camot cycle (in lieu of the vapor-com- 
pression cycle); 
no refrigerant property effects (thermodynamic or 
transport) are considered in the cycle analysis or in the 
heat transfer analysis; 
xero condenser subcooling and zero evaporator super- 
heat are assumed; and 
effects of changes in dehumidification performance are 
not considered. 

With the above assumptions, cycle COP gains or losses 
due to the thermodynamic properties of specific refrigerants 
(such as the effects discussed by McLinden [1990]) are 
excluded. This allows the thermodynamics of the heat 
exchange process with finite size HXs to be examined 
independently. HX regions containing singlephase refrig- 
erant (superheat in the evaporator and superheat and 
subcooling in the condenser) are assumed to be secondary 
issues and are also omitted from consideration. 

Major Caveat Not considered in this analysis are the 
COP losses from the glide match limitations of any fixed- 
composition mixture relative to prescribed external tem- 
per-a&e glides in a simple vapor-compression cycle. To 
approach exact glide matching in practice over both con- 
denser and evaporator, a modifiedvapor-compression cycle, 
such as the solution circuit configuration proposed by 
Radermacher (1986), would be required. 

The mixture COP benefits examined here are those’ 
solely due to exact external fluid glide matching of ideal&d 
mixtures in more effective HXs. These benefits can only be 

2A similar approach was described recently by Klein (1992) for 
use with pure refrigerants where the effectiveness/NTU method 
(Kays and London 1964) was used in the HX analysis. 

3Two-phase refrigerant mixture temperature vs. enthalpy nonline- 
arity effects are also not considered. 
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partially attained with existing equipment; however, the 
assumptions serve to define the envelope of maximum 
mixture COP potential with finite heat exchanger sixes and 
representative air-side conditions. 

Previous Work 

A review of methods for the analytical comparison of 
pure and mixed refrigerants in vapor-compression cycles 
has been given by McLinden and Radermacher (1987). 
They have shown that the performance of mixtures relative 
to pure refrigerants is strongly dependent on how the 
equivalent temperature conditions were determined in the 
heat exchangers. Assumptions reported by McLinden and 
Radermacher ranged from specifying the same HX inlet, 
exit, mean, or dew-point refrigerant temperatures or the 
same total UA levels for the heat exchangers. McLinden 
and Radermacher recommended that a more meaningful 
comparison between pure and mixed refrigerants would 
maintain the same total heat transfer ares (or total UA as an 
approximation) per unit of delivered capacity. The same 
external-fluid inlet and exit temperatures for the heat 
exchangers were also recommended. 

The analysis conducted by McLinden and Radermacher 
(1987) and more recent work along these lines by Domanski 
and McLinden (1990), McLinden (1990), Rice and Sand 
(MO), and Jung and Radermacher (1991) included the 
effects of refrigerant thermodynamic properties and non- 
ideal glide matching for specific mixtures in HXS of fixed 

size and configuration. The present study applies the 
methodology recommended by McLinden and Radermacher 
(1987) to more idealized pure and mixed refrigerants over 
a range of total UA levels and HX configurations. 

Basis for Modified Carnot Analysis 

The adopted modified Carnot analysis is a variation and 
extension of an arithmetic mean tempemtum difference 
approach (AMTD) that was applied to water chillers by 
Kedxierski and Didion (1991). They used arithmetic 
averages to define the mean (midpoint) temperatures of the 
external fluids. The separation in midpoint temperatures 
between the external fluid and the refrigerant were used to 
represent the AMTDs for each heat exchanger. This 
approach yields true mean temperature differences (MTDs) 
for counterflow configurations where the refrigerant and 
extend fluid glides match exactly. 

AMTDs are only a rough approximation to the actual 
MTDs for the pure-refrigerant/finite-external-glide case. 
There, as shown in Figure 1, the refrigerant and external 
fluids tend to pinch at one end of the heat exchanger, and 
the external fluid temperature has a nonlinear asymptotic 
profile. The well-known log-mean-temperature difference 
(LMTD) equation (Holman 1972) can be used to determine 
the actual MTD given the pure refrigerant and external fluid 
temperatures. (Conversely, for an assumed MTD and 
external fluid conditions, the required pure refrigerant 
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AN IDEAL MIXTURE HAS A HIGHER MEAN EVAPORATE% TEMPERATURE 

THAN A PURR REFRIGERANT 

IN HXs WITH THE SAh4E MTDs AND EXTERNAL FLUID GLIDES 

PURE REFRIGERANT IDEAL MIXTURE 

I EXAMPLE EVAPORATORS 

HX LENGTH 

Fig&e 1 Heat exchanger temperature profiles for pure refrigerants and exact glide matching mixed refrigerants. 

temperature can be calculated.) Because the pure refrigerant 
has a constant evaporating or condensing tempemture 
(assuming no pressure drop), the flow configuration is 
immaterial and the LMTD and the MTD are equivalent. 

In the approximate approach, the assumption of the 
same AXIDs (instead of equal MTDs) and the same 
external fluid glides for the pure and mixed rej%gerant heat 
exchangers yields the same mean refigerant temperatures. 
This results in the prediction of equal modified Camot cycle 
performance for pure and mixed refrigerant cycles, as 
shown in Figure 2, until a pinch point is reached for the 

P- - (TR = ?&UT at an AMTD of ATd2 where ATx 
is the external fluid glide). 

At AMTDs below the pinch point, only the mixture 
calculation is relevant (in the AMTD approach) and only 
here does the mixture cycle show a potential performance 
increase from the larger effective HX area. An example of 
results obtained using this approach is shown in Figure 2 
for a water-cooled chiller (Kedxiexski and Didion 1991), 
where the external glides are 12”R (6.7 K) for each HX. 
This type of analysis is useful in showing that mixtures can 
benefit more from extremely large heat exchangers than can 
pure refrigerants. However, this representation also can be 
interpreted as showing that mixture cycles require much 
more heat exchanger area than is typically used in pure 
cycles to obtain any theoretical cycle benefit. 

When the approximation of equal AMTDs is replaced 
by use of equal MTDs, lower evaporating temperatures and 
higher condensing temperatures are obtained for pure 
refrigerants compared to the equivalent glide-matching 
refrigerant case. This is shown conceptually in Figure 1 for 
evaporators where both pure refrigerant and ideal mixture 
cases have the same MTDs (same Q/VA and thereby the 
same HX loading) but where the mixture (Lore@ case 
results in a higher mean refrigerant temperature. As a 
result, the ?w@W Camot COP (\Lhich is based on mean 
A$-igerant temperatures) for the pure refrigerant cycle is 
always less than for the exact-glide-matching Lorenx cycle 
with equivalent heat exchangers and external glides. (In the 
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limit of xero external fluid glides, of course, the Lorenx and 
the Camot cycles must become the same.) As heat exchang- 
er size is increased (and MTDs are decreased), the differ- 
ences in mean refrigerant temperature between the pure and 
mixed refrigerant cases increase and the COP advantage for 
the ideal mixture cycle increases. 

Such behavior is consistent with the thermodynamic 
basis of the Lorenz cycle in that, for HXs with fixed MTDs 
and external glides, there is less irreversibility in the heat 
exchangers when the glides of the two heat exchanger 
streams are better matched (Herold 1989). This MTD-based 
modified Camot COP calculation was adopted to assess the 
maximum potential benefits of more effective heat ex- 
changers. 

15/ 
/e-- IDEAL MIXTURE CYCLE 

c 12 
8 h PINCH POINT UMIT 

_ _.. ._. _“_ ,_ 

-IDEAL PURE FLUID CYCLE 
PINCH POINT LIMIT (S’R) 

_ ,. _ 
- TYPICAL COMMERCIAL CHILLER 

CYCLE CONDlTlONS (10aR) 

- - . _ _ _, 
SOURCE AND SINK ATs = 12”R 

00 
0 6 12 16 24 30 

HEAT EXCHANGER AMTD CR) 

Figuie 2 In@ence of heat exchanger @ective size on 
cyck pe$ormance as predicted by a mod@ed 
Carnot analysis based on arithmetic mean , 
temperature d@krences (AiUlDs). 
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Equations for Modified Carnot COP 

The standard relationship for a Carnot COP for a heat 
pump cycle is given by 

copCARNOT = TDELIVI(TSINK - TSOURCE) (l) 

where TD- is the temperature of the delivered external 
fluid stream and 

T DELZV = TSOURCE 

for cooling and 

TDELIV = TSINK 

by an alternative expression that uses the known external 
fled inlet and exit conditions and the basic LMTD equation 
(Holman 1972), which applies for any flow configuration 
when there is a constant-temperature fluid on one side. For 
a pure fluid, the LMTD equation reduces to 

LMTD = MTD= ( TX,IN- TX,ouT)I 
[h{(TX,IN- TR)/(T,,..,- TR))] 

(4) 

where TX and TR are the external fluid and the refrigerant 
temperatures, respectively. 

This equation can be solved for TR of each HX as 

TR = Tx,mN + 5’ l ATx/( 1 - e-‘) (5) 
for heating and where the constant source and sink tempera- 
tures must be given on an absolute basis. 

where S = - 1 is for evaporating and S = + 1 for condens- 

@, 

Mixed Reftigetant Mean ATX = 1 (TX,IN- TX,OUT) 1 9 
Temperatures at Fixed MTDs and 

For the modified Camot cycle of this analysis, the z = AT,/MTD = NTU. 

constant source and sink exrernu2 fluid temperatures are 
replaced by mean refiigerunt-side HX temperatures. For an 

Equations 2, 3, and 5 are used in Equation 1 to 

air-to-air heat pump, TsouRa is replaced by TEN- and 
calculate modified Carnot COPS for pure and mixed 

T SZNK by TCJ4E4N where TE,MEAN and TC,MEAN BTe the 
refrigerant cycles with equal MTDs and external fluid 

mean refrigerant temperatures in the evaporator and 
glides. Equation 5 is valid for pure refrigerants with all 

condenser, respectively. For the gliding refrigerant case, 
types of heat exchanger flow configurations, while Equa- 

the air and refrigerant glides are assumed to match exactly: 
tions 2 and 3 for exact-glide matching mixtures are HX- 
configurationdependent through the LMTD correction 

TE,MEAN = TSOURCE,AVE - MTDE’F (2) facto;F. - 

and Relating MTDs to Total System UA 
T C,MEAN = TSINK,AVE + MTDC’F (3) 

where the mean source and sink temperatures, TsovRcE~~ 
Basic Equations Evaporator and condenser MTDs 

and TsIKJvEI are the arithmetic means4 of the specified 
derived from given refrigerant-side conditions can be 

entering and leaving external fluid temperatures; MTDE and 
translated to levels of total heat exchanger UA. Individual 

MTD, are specified condenser and evaporator mean 
HX MTDs5 are related to the UA of each heat exchanger by 

temperature differences; and F is the LMTD correction 
the standard LMTD formulation of 

factor (Holman 1972) for HX configurations other than Q = t7A.F .LMTD = UA +MTD (6) 
counterflow (F = 1). The correction factors (m for non- 
countertlow configurations can be determined from a/~,-~ at 
specified NTU, where E and NTU are the HX effectiveness 
and number of transfer units as defined in Kays and London 
(1964) and the subscript CF refers to counterflow. 

Pure Refrigerant Temperatures 
at Fixed MTDs 

For the pure refrigerant case, the mean external flmd 
temperatures are given by a more complex relationship than 
an arithmetic average. In place of Equations 2 and 3 for 
ideal mixtures, pure refrigerant temperatures are determined 

4Alefeld (1987) has noted that entropically averaged source and 
sink temperatures (the exact mean temperature definition for use 
with the Camot equation) under exact glide matching can be 
approximated by arithmetic averages when the ratios of absolute 
inlet to exit temperatures are close to unity-as is the case here. 

where MTD is equal to the LMTD that would result from 
a given heat transfer Q over a given UA in a counterflo~ 
configuration (F = 1). Because from Equation 6, MTD = 
QIUA, it is a direct measure of the heat exchanger load- 
ing-the heat flux transferred per unit conductance. By 
holding the Mi’D constant for a HX, the heat exchanger 
loading is thereby&ml. 

The reciprocal of the MTD is the amount of UA 
available per unit HX capacity, i.e., 

UAIQ = l/MTD. (7) 

Normalizing to Unit Capacity Defining (UA)T = 
(VA), + (UA)c, the ratio (UA)r/QDm gives the total 

%f a heat exchanger has more than one refrigerant region, such as 
superheated or subcooled regions, effective mean temperature 
differences (EMTDs) as described by Rice and Sand (1990) can 
be used instead of MTDs. 
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available UA per unit of delivered capacity (as in McLinden 
and Radermacher [1987]), i.e., 

(UA),IQDELZV = (uA),lQE 

for cooling and 

for heating. 
Using Equation 7, an expression for total UA available 

per unit of delivered cooling or heating capacity can be 
derived in terms of MTDs as 

capacity can be maintained between the pure and mixed 
refrigerant cycles. 

Evaluation of UA Multiples To evaluate performance 
for specified (UA)T/(UA)T,msE levels, the followingproce- 
dure was followed. First, a baseline value of (UA)dQDm 
was evaluated for the heat pump application using reference 
refrigerant conditions (as discussed in the next section) and 
the resulting ratio of condenser to evaporator MTD was 
determined. This MTD ratio was then maintained while the 
required MTDs to obtain larger total UA multiples were 
evaluated. 

(U~JQDELIV = {QE/MTDE + Q&TD c> /QDEL~V- (8) 

(UA)T/Q, = l/MTD,+(l/MTDE) l QE/Q,<lO) 

For cooling, dividing through Equation 8 by QE (= 

QDE,& gives 

( UA I+/ QE = l/MTDE+ (l/MTD& l Qc/.QE, (9) 

and, similarly, for heating, Q, (= QDm) gives 
the equivalently loaded, pure and mixed refrigerant condi- 

Because QDEuv is constant for the analysis, ratios of 
(UA)dQD- values computed from Equation 13 yield 

tions using Equation 1. 

(UA)+(UA)T,MsE multiples. For each desired UA multiple, 
an evaporator MTD was estimated, from which values of 
condenser MTD, TE, and T, were cakulated from Equa- 
tions 2, 3, and 5 and the resulting value of 

WAMuA)T,B~sE was determined.6 This procedure was 
iterated until each specified UA multiple was obtained. At 
this point, the modified-Camot COPS were calculated for 

as applied by Rice and Sand (1990). 
Temperature-Based Formulation For a modified 

&mot-type analysis, the ratio of heat exchanger capacities 
in Equations 9 and 10 can be written as the ratio of their 
entropically averaged refrigerant temperatures (Alefeld 
1987; Herold 1989), which are approximated here by their 
arithmetic means (Alefeld 1987), i.e., QE/Qc becomes 
TE/Tc With this transformation, Equations 9 and 10 can be 
written as 

(UA)T/QE< = l/MTDE+ (l/MTD& l Tpc/TE, (11) 

for cooling and 

( UA)T/Qc = l/MTD. + (l/MTD,) l TE/Tc, (12) 

for heating, or, in general, as 

(UA)~IQDEL~V = { TE/MTDE + TJMTD.) /TDEL,v(~~) 

where TE and T, are evaluated from Equations 2, 3, and 5. 

The advantage in using (UA)dQD-, &S &a by 
Equations 11 through 13, instead of simply (UA)T can be 
seen by reference to Equation 13. By normalizing ( UA)T to 
a per unit capacity basis, the effective total HX size is 
decoupled from the absolute temperature levels_ in the 
evaporator or the condenser and depends only on the ratio 
of temperature levels between the two heat exchangers. This 
ratio changes only slightly for the rather low-glide applica- 
tion considered here, and the MTDs for the pure and the 
ideal mixture cases are nearly the same. 

By holding the value of (UA)dQD- fixed, Constant 

total (system) heat exchanger loading and a fixed unit 

BASELINE CONDITIONS 
AND CONFIGURATIONS 

An important part of any sensitivity analysis is the 
establishment of representative baseline conditions. With the 
methodology in place for evaluating the effect of increased 
UA level on the performance of pure and mixed refrigerant 
cycles, attention was focused on determining the range of 
effective HX sixes that exist in present air-to-air heat pump 
equipment relative to established refrigerant-side rating 
conditions for heat pumps. Representative refrigerant-side 
glides were also needed. 

For this purpose, a survey was conducted of ART mem- 
bers regarding representative external fluid glides (ranges), 
refrigerant-side conditions, and HX resistance ratios for 
heat pumps, chillers, and se~f-contained refrigeration 
systems (Hourahan and Hickman 1991). 

For air-to-air heat pumps, data on middle- to top-of- 
the-line single-speed units were provided at 95°F (35°C) 
cooling and 47°F (8.3’C) heating conditions with some 
additional data on units of lower efficiency at 17°F heating 
(Rice 1992b). 

61n the actual algorithm, the same MTDE and MTDcvalues were 
used for the pure and mixture cases, and two slightly different 
values of (UA)&U+. &4sE were obtained. These IL4 ratios were 
found to be within l’% of each other with the mixture value 
always slightly lower. This approximate approach was used 
because the difference was so small and because the effect gave 
a slightly conservative estimate of mixture potential. The more 
exact procedure would have been to maintain the same MTD on 
the HX delivering heating or cooling and to let the MTD on the 
other HX vary with the ratio of mean HX temperatures from 
Equation 13. 

, 
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Range of Considered Refrigerant Conditions 

The AR&provided data gave a good representation of 
conditions for averaged middle-of-the line and state-of-the- 
art (SOA) units of the surveyed applications. To give the 
analysis a broader perspective, we chose to start the 
analysis with lower-efficiency baseline refrigerant conditions 
used ss the standard compressor rating conditions (ART 
1990). From this lower-performance baseline, gains in 
effective heat exchanger size that have been made over the 
last decade or two, as represented by the ARI data, can be 
shown and compared to further improvements being 
considered. However, for the refrigerant-side augmentation 
benefits analysis, we will use the effective heat exchanger 
sixes computed for the ARI state-of-the-art conditions as the 
more appropriate reference point for comparison. 

Baseline and State-of-the-Art Conditions for Air-to- 
Air Heat Pumps For air-source heat pumps, we chose the 
standard compressor cooling design condition of 45°F 
(7.2”C) evaporating and 130°F (54.4”C) condensing, as 
given in ARI (1990), as the lower-efficiency refrigerant 
baseline for the 95’F (35’C) ambient condition. To deter- 
mine similar baseline refrigerant conditions for other heat 
pump ambient conditions, we used a combination of 
compressor rating conditions along with trend predictions of 
the ARl survey data and the MODCON heat pump design 
model (Rice 1991). 

Results from the MODCON model were also compared 
with the ART-provided external glides (i.e., ranges) to 
arrive at a set of representative glides for each of three 
considered ambient conditions and for single- and variable- 
speed conditions as appropriate. The selected glides are 
consistent with those used by Pammck and Didion (1991) 
and Pammck et al. (1992) in a screening study of single- 
speed heat pump alternatives. In contrast to the generally 
unequal external glides for air-to-air heat pumps, the 
external glides for the water-cooled chillers are usually the 
same for both heat exchangers but are smaller than for the 
air-to-air heat pumps, with typical values of 10”R (5.5 K). 

The three ambients chosen for the air-to-air analysis 
were 95” and 82°F (35” and 27.8”C) in cooling and 35°F 
(1.7”C) in heating. Both singlespeed and variable-speed 
conditions are considered at the 82’F (27.8’(Z) ambient in 
the cooling mode. For the heating mode, instead of the 
conventional 17” and 47°F (-8.3” and 8.3”C) ambient 
cases, we opted to consider only the intermediate tempera- 
ture of 35 “F (1.7 ’ C) , where both single- and variable-speed 
units would be operating at nearly the same capacity. This 
intermediate temperature was chosen as the temperature for 
which the major portion of the seasonal heating load is 
provided. Kondepudi and Bhalerao (1992) have also noted 
that the 35°F (1.7’C) rating point is the most influential of 
the heating-mode rating conditions on seasonal perfor- 
mance. Use of only one heating-mode temperature consider- 
ably simplified the heating-mode analysis (to one versus 
three possible conditions for single- and variable-speed 
units) and was deemed sufficient for the intended purpose. 

The selected baseline refrigerant conditions and air-side 
(external fluid) glides for the air-to-air heat pump applica- 
tion are shown in Table 1. The external glides on the 
indoor coil are fairly constant at 21.5” to 22.5”R (11.9 to 
12.5 K) for both heating and cooling, while the outdoor coil 
has~smaller glides-ranging from 15”R (8.3 K) in cooling 
to half that for low-speed cooling and for the heating mode. 

By using refrigerant saturation temperatures and air- 
side glides representative of a baseline heat pump operating 
at different conditions, the appropriate changes with 
ambient in unit capacity and thereby heat exchanger 
loadings and MTDs are included. 

State-of-the-Art Air-to-Air Heat Pump Conditions 
In Table 2, refrigerant-side conditions for the low-efficiency 
baseline unit and the ARI medium- and high-efficiency 
cases at the 95°F (35°C) ambient condition are considered. 
The modified Carnot-cycle analysis was used to evaluate the 
respective MTDs for both HKs using the refrigerant 
conditions in Table 2 and the external glides from Table 1. 
Once the MTDs were evahrated from Equation 4, the total 
UA multiples relative to the baseline were evaluated using 
Equation 13. 

The results shown in Table 2 iudicate that the medium- 
and highefficiency units have about 25 96 and 50 5% more 
effective total UA than for the traditional rating condition of 
45”/130”F (7.2”/54.4”C). (A few ultra-high-efficiency 
systems, such as some of the recently introduced variable- 
speed systems, would have UA multiples near 1.75, while 
the postulated benchmark unit with refrigerant-side augmen- 
tation considered by Rice [1992a] is nearer a multiple of 
2.0.) Based on these findings, a total UA multiple of 1.5 
was adopted as the average state-of-the-art reference point 
for considering the benefits of refrigerant-side augmenta- 
tion. 

One other trend that can be seen from Table 2 is that 
the condenser MTDs have been reduced more proportional- 
ly than the evaporators as units with larger coils were 
introduced. The shift in condenser-to-evaporator MTD ratio 
to a value near uuity for the state-of-the-art unit shows that 
more of the additional area has been directed to the outdoor 
coils. 

Baseline and Statc+of-the-Art Air-to-Air HX Resis- 
tance Ratios The survey-requested HK resistance ratios 
were defined as the refrigerant-side-to-total heat transfer 
resistance ratios. This refrigerant-side resistance ratio, FR, 
is given by 

FR = RRIRHx (14) 

where RR = lI(UA)R, RHx = lI(UA)m, ad 
lI(UA)Rx = lI(UA)R+ lI(UA)x (15) 

where the subscripts R, X, and m refer to refrigerant-side, 
external-fluid-side, and overall HK values, respectively. 

The values of FR provided in the ARI data survey for 
unitary ACs and HPs ranged from 0.25 to 0.5 in cooling 
and from 0.3 to 0.6 in heating, with the condenser resis- 
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TABLE 1 
Baseline Refrigerant and External Fluid Conditions for Air-to-Air Heat Pumps 

Baseline Air-to-Air Conditions 

Ambient* 
“F {“C) 

Speed Type Base Sat. Temps. External Glides 
“F PC1 “R I”K) 

Cooling 

9.5 (35) 

82 (27.8) 

82 (27.8) 

Heating 

35 (1.67) 

Single 

Single 

Variable 

Single/Variable 

TE 

45 (7.221 

44 (6.67‘1 

20 (-6.67) 

Tc ATE A-& 

104 (40) 7.5 (4.17) 22.5 (12.5) 

*AR1 Standard 21OLZ40-89 indoor rating conditions of 80°F DB / 67°F WB (26.7/19.4”C) in 
cooling, 70°F (21.1”C) DB in heating 

TABLE 2 
Range of Derived MTDs and Total UA Levels for Air-to-Air Heat Pumps 

at the 95OF (35OC) Ambient, Design Cooling Conditions 

*Basis for selected UA multiple of 1.5 for SOA reference point 

tame ratios generally being 0.05 to 0.1 higher than the 
evaporator. 

BENEFITS OF INCREASED TOTAL (I.4 
AND REFRIGERANT-SIDE AUGMENTATION 

With the baseline and state-of-*e-art conditions 
established for the air-to-air heat pump application, the 
effects of total UA levels and refrigerant-side HX augmen- 
tation on cycle performance wuld be evaluated. 

Benefits of Increased Total UA 

The modified-Carnot COP approach described earlier 
was used to calculate comparative cycle COPS for pure 
refrigerant and idealized mixture systems. The cycle COPS 
are compressor-only values assuming a 100 96 efficient com- 
pressor. COP calculations were made for the four wndi- 
tions considered for unitary air-to-air heat pumps. Before 
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sumtnatizing the results from all the cases, an example of 
the use of this approach will be shown in more detail. 

Air-to-Air Heat Pm~p, 82°F (27.8”C) Ambient, 
Single-Speed In Figure 3, the computed ideal cycle COPS 
are shown for pure and mixed refrigerant cases as functions 

of evaporator MTD. The conditions (from Table 1) and 
assumptions for the analysis are summarizedinthefigure 
legends. The baseline 44’F/118’F (6.7”C/47.8”C) wndi- 
tion identified in Figure 3 for the 82°F (27.8’C) ambient 
condition is (from Table 1) equivalent in total HX area to 
the standard 45”F/130°F (7.2OC/54.4’C) condition (ARI 
1990) at the 95°F (35“C) ambient. 

The associated multiples of total HX UA (over both 
coils) are overlaid on the plot to relate the increase in UA 
multiple to the widening difference between COPS predicted 
for the pure constant-temperature refrigerant versus the 
exactly glide-matching mixture. The ideal mixture advan- 
tage is seen to be small at UA levels between the 1X 
baseline and the 1.5X state-of-the-art values. At UA 
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Figure 3 Eflect of HX Mills and total UA levels on the 
performance of pure jluid and ideal mixture 
cycles-air-to-air heat pump, 82 “F (2 7.8 “C) 
ambient, single-speed. 

multiples greater than 2X, the pure refrigerant case shows 
rapidly diminishing returns as the limiting pinch-point 
condition of 57.5”F evaporating/97”F condensing 
(14.2“C/36.1°C) is approached. For the ideal mixture, the 
limiting mean refrigerant temperatures are considerably 
closer together at 68.8”F evaporating and 89.5”F condens- 
ing (20.4°c/31.90c). 

As heat exchanger size is increased (as the MTDs are 
decreased for the same HX capacity), the modified-Carnot 
COP advantage for the mixture is seen to accelerate toward 
a maximum at infinite HX area. However, a not insignifi- 
cant theoretical advantage also exists at heat exchanger sixes 
at and below the 2X UA multiple, which is near the 
predicted pure-refrigerant pinch point’ from the more 
approximate AMTD analysis. 

A wmparison of Figure 3 to Figure 2 (where the 
abscissa of AMTD is comparable to MTD) shows that the 
MTD-based analysis provides a more definitive basis for 
comparing pure to mixed refrigerant performance. The 
MTD-based analysis separates the pure and mixed refriger- 
ant COP curves throughout the UA range (as determined by 
the difference in mean HX temperatures calculated by 
Equation 5 versus that from Equations 2 and 3). 

In addition to the COP separation at the lower UA 
levels, the extended asymptotic curve for the pure refriger- 
ant also provides a more accurate basis for calculating COP 

7The pinch point fi-om the AMTD approach would be at 11.25 F” 
evaporator MTD in Figure 3. 
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gain potential for the mixture cases at the intermediate UA 
levels (past 2X multiples). The AMTD method would use 
the COP at near the 2X condition for this calculation and 
thus would overestimate the mixture advantage at interme- 
diate UA levels. This intermediate range is of significant 
interest in augmentation assessments in addition to the 1.5 
to 2X region. 

The82”F(27.8”C)ambient,single-speedconditionwas 
selected from among the air-to-air cases as the condition 
with the greatest mixture potential to be realized in practice. 
This is because of 

1. the possibility of operating at a low pressure ratio at 
this condition since the source and sink temperatures 
are so close (82’F [27.8’C] outdoorvs. 80°F [26.7’C] 
indoor) and 

2. the favorable relative sire of the glides in the evapora- 
tor and condenser (22.5”R [12.2 K] evaporator and 
15 “R [ 8.3 K] condenser), which could be rather closely 
approached in a real mixture without requiring more 
elaborate means to adjust the refrigerant glide. 

Since the 82°F (27.8”C) condition is the basis for the 
SEER calculation for both heat pumps and air conditioning, 
this condition is equally applicable for both types of 
equipment. 

Effects of HX Flow Configuration The ideal mixture 
results shown in Figure 3 apply only for wunterflow HX 
configurations whereas the pure refrigerant results are 
independent of flow configuration. The degree to which air- 
to-refrigerant HXs in a reversible heat pump approach 
counter-flow in heating and cooling mode operation requires 
further examination. 

Considered Conzgurations To assess the range of 
possible effects due to nonideal flow configurations that are 
more representative of existing air-to-refrigerant HXs, 
appropriate equations were implemented for computing the 
LMTD correction factors (I?) for typical departures from 
counterflow. Possible circuiting arrangements are shown in 
Figure 4, where three configurations-alternating, cross- 
flow, and cross-counterflow-are ordered by their increas- 
ing approach to wunterflow. These configurations are: 

l Type A-alternating circuiting containing parallel and 
counterflow sections. This configuration was not mod- 
eled in the present analysis because the parallel sections 
would not be appropriate for use with gliding mixtures. 

l Type B-single-pass crossflow with both fiuids un- 
mixed as represented by Hiller and Glicksman (1976) 
by a curve fit to the numerical solution shown graphi- 
cally by Kays and London (1964). This configuration 
is often used in heat pumps because the flow arrange- 
ment stays the same when the refrigerant flow is 
reversed between heating and cooling modes. 

l Type C-couuter-crossflow with air-side unmixed, re 
frigerant-side mixed, and the unmixed passes in invert- 
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TYPEA 

L- L COUNTER FLOW 
PARALLEL FLOW 

ALTERNATING CONFIGURATION 

TYPEB 

CROSSFLOW 

^ . , .  j._lj 

TYPEC 

CROSSCOUNTERFLOW 

Figure 4 Some possible circuiting arrangements for air-to-refrigerant heat exchangers in air-to-air heat pumps-ordered 
by increasing approach to counterfluw. 

ed order as defined by Stevens et al. (1957). This is a 
most desirable circuiting arrangement for unidirectional 
operation such as in an air-conditioning-only unit. 

The Type-B single-pass configuration shown in Figure 
4 with three parallel rows (single-pass) is only an approxi- 
mation to the many-row (single-pass) crossflow solution 
given by Kays and London (1964) with both fluids un- 
mixed. As such, the many-row crossflow solution will 
predict more optimistic results than a crossflow coil with 
few rows (with the same limiting case solution for one-row 
as the cross-counterflow case). 

Counter-crossflow conQurationperformance @ype-C) 
is evaluated here for one-, two-, three-, and many-row 
(many-pass) cases (per the equations of Stevens et al. 
[1957]), while the crossflow arrangement is determined 
only for the many-row and the one-row cases.(l 

The Type A configuration shown in Figure 4 should 
perform more poorly than any of the configurations consid- 
ered with mixtures, except perhaps the one-row configura- 
tion, because of the alternating parallel-flow and counter- 
flow passes. 

Petiormance with D@erent HX Configurations The 
comparative COP results using these nonideal flow config- 
urations for both heat exchangers are shown in Figure 5. 
There the HX configuration cases are ordered in the legend 
in the approximate ranking of increasing performance. With 
a one-row counter-crossflow (or crossflow) HX, the COP 
of the ideal mixture is seen to fall below the pure fluid COP 
for all HX sizes with a maximum of about 8 96 loss in COP. 
A two-row counter-crossflow configuration reduces the 
losses of the one-row case (relative to the mixture with 
counterflow) by about 50% with all mixture COPS remain- 
ing above the pure fluid case. 

8The one-row crossflow case is equivalent to the onerow counter- 
crossflow case. 
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Relative COP Gains with D@erent HX Configurations 
In Figure 6, the results of Figure 5 have been replotted in 
terms of percentage COP gain as a function of relative 
system UA multiple. The mixture COP gains (or losses) are 
referenced to the pure fluid COPS at the same UA levels. 
Potential mixture gains are seen to range from +4% to 

- .-.- COP-Ideal Mix, Counterflow 

- - - COP-Ideal Mix, ~-ROW Countercross 

-..-... COP-Ideal Mix, ~-ROW Countercross 

........... COP-l&al Mix, Unmixed Crossflow 

- COP-Pure Fluid, All HX Configs 

- -. - -. COP-Ideal Mix, I-Row Countercross 

i, i i s .i lb Ii 2b 2i i4 
EVAPORATOR MT0 (“R) 

Figure 5 Eflect of HXMIDs, total UA levels, andjlow 
configuration on the performance of pure fluid 
and ideal mixture cycles-air-to-airt heat 
pump, 82 “F (27. ST) ambient, single-speed. 
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Figure 6 Efsect of relative UA levels and flow configuration on potential COP gains of ideal mixtures-air-to-air heat 
pump, 82 “F (27.8”C) ambient, single-speed. 

-2% at the baseline low-efficiency UA multiple and from 
+ 40 to - 8 96 at six times baseline size (four times state-of- 
the-art UA levels) depending on whether counterflow or 
one-row refrigerant-side-mixed, air-sideunmixedconfigura- 
tions are assumed. The possible performance envelope for 
ideal mixtures in a counter-crossflow arrangement is quite 
broad between one and four rows. The performance range 
for ideal mixtures in crossflow is half as wide for UA levels 
less than three times the baseline size. 

The many-row unmixed crossflow case performs more 
poorly than a two-row counter-crossllow arrangement for 
UA multiples of most interest, i.e., less than three times the 
baseline (or twice the state-of-the-art UA levels). Only 
above UA multiples of four times the baseline doea the 
many-row unmixed crossflow approach iinally outperform 
the two-row counter-crossflow case. Below the state-of-the- 
art UA level, an ideal mixture in many-row crossflow only 
approaches pure fluid performance. (How well the fav-fow 
configurations such as Type B of Figure 4 approach the 
muny-row unmixed crossflow results remains to be ana- 

lY=d*) 
With three rows of counter-crossflow refrigerant 

circuiting, mixture performance gains are 75% or more of 
the counterflow case until the UA multiples are greater than 
three times the base UA level. Stevens et al. (1957) notes 
that a four-row counter-crossflow configuration so closely 
approaches the results for countetiow that no further 
distinction should be necessary for most purposes. 

The hses from many-row crossflow pe@ormance 
relative to counte*w are seen to eliminate or sharply 
reduce most of the mixture COP gains until UA multiples of 
twice the state-of-the-art HX size are reached. Few-row 
crossflow configurations will have a further reduction in 
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relative performance. A counter-cross$ow arrangement with 
two rows is seen to outper$onn a many-row crossjlow 
arrangement at UA multiples of most practical interest. 
From Figure 6, one can further deduce that this same two- 
row counter-crossflow arrangement (for both coils) would 
also outperform a unit with a one-row outdoor coil (a 
common configuration) combined with a four-row counter- 
crossflow indoor coil. 

With proper design and unidirectional refrigerant flow, 
heat exchangers with three to four rows can be circuited to 
yield close to counterflow performance. Alternatively, a 
two-row counter-cross$ow outdoor coil combined with a 
four-row counter-crossjlow indoor coil could exceed 75 % of 
the performance potential predicted for heat pumps with 
counterjlow HXs. Because the indoor coil has the larger 
external glide, a greater benefit will be obtained from a 
closer approach to counterflow on this heat exchanger. 

For reversible heat pump operation (where the refriger- 
ant flow direction reverses between the heating and cooling 
modes), some circuit reversal scheme through the use of 
check valves or other circuit-switching approach- would be 
necessary to maintain unidirectional flow through the heat 
exchangers for both heating and cooling duty. If refrigerant 
flow has to be reversed in the heat exchangers, a crossflow 
heat exchanger with enough rows (as yet undetermined but 
probably four or more) to approach the performance of the 
many-row unmixed crossflow case would be required9 A 
requirement for multi-row coils (four or more) for both 

gAs the many-row, singlepass crossflow configuration already 
incurs a significant loss relative to counterflow, it would be 
important to closely approach this performance to miniiize 
further losses. 
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HXs could negatively impact the fan power requirements as 
noted by Hughes (199 1) unless a different type of fan were 
used that handled higher external pressure drops more 
efficiently. 

Relative COP Gains-All Conditions-Counterflow 
HXs The potential COP gains of ideal mixtures are 
summarized in Figure 7 for the four air-to-air heat pump 
conditions of Table 1. Counterflow is assumed in all cases. 
As in Figure 6, the pure refrigerant baseline (0%) always 
has the same total system UA as the mixture. The single- 
and variable-speed 82’F (27.8 “C) air-to-air conditions show 
the most potential of the cases considered-with a 20% 
COP gain for three times the baseline UA level (or twice 
the state-of-the-art level). The 95°F (35°C) cooling and 
35°F (1.7’C) heating cases follow with 15% and 1096, 
respectively. 

Qualifications to the Predicted COP Gains While the 
theoretical potential for COP gain shown in Figure 6 for 
air-to-air heat pumps is encouraging, especially for the 
cooling mode, close approaches to counterflow HXs and 
ideal glide matching are important requirements. 

Relative to Existing HX Contgurations When existing 
one- and few-row crossflow and counterflow HX configura- 
tions are factored into the analysis (based on the effects 
shown in Figure 5), the maximum COP potential for air-to- 
air heat pumps narrows considerably. Water-cooled chillers, 
although they have smaller extemal(water)-side glides 
(typically 10’ to 12”R [5.5 to 6.7 K]) and thereby less 
theoretical Lorenz cycle potential, may be more amenable 
to redesign to approach counterflow than air-to-air units and 
also have unidirectional refrigerant flow. 

Relative to Realistic Glide Matching in Conventional 
Equipment The second caveat is the assumption of ideal 
glide matching on both heat exchangers. Departure from 
this assumptio*“m the simple vapor-compression cycle will 

further penalize mixture performance in the heating mode 
as described by Webb and DiGiovanni (1989) and in low- 
speed cooling-mode operation. The effects of deviations 
from ideal glide matching are most significant for these 
conditions. In both cases, from Table 1, the external fluid 
glides across the indoor and outdoor coil differ by a factor 
of three. For a mixture of fixed constituent concentrations, 
the available refrigerant glides in the evaporator and the 
condenser are about equal. Therefore, if the mixture con- 
centration is selected to match the larger evaporator air-side , 
glide, the refrigerant in the condenser will overglide relative 
to the air temperatures and cause the condenser pressure to 
be elevated. A modified Camot analysis to determine the 
fixed refrigerant glide that yields the highest COP over the 
cooling and heating modes is recommended to quantify the 
mixture COP overestimate resulting from the assumption of 
exact glide matching in both HXs. 

The extreme glide mismatch conditions would benefit 
most from the use of a solution circuit (Radermacher 1986; 
Buschmeier et al. 1990) or other schemes to allow the 
refrigerant glide to be tailored for each heat exchanger. 
Water chillers usually have about the same glides on both 
coils and therefore represent a more compatible application 
in which to approach ideal glide matching with a mixture of 
fixed composition. 

Relative to Axial Conduction Efsects One further 
consideration is the possible negative effect of increased HX 
axial conduction across the continuous fin construction of 
tube-and-fin HXs. This is a potential problem due to the 
larger refrigerant-side glides required to obtain maximum 
Lorenz cycle benefits relative to the internal-fluid glides of 
typical chiller or water-to-air fan coils. Analyses such as 
those conducted by Chiou (1978) could be used to assess 
the degree to which axial conduction could result in degra- 
dation of crossflow and counter-crossflow HX performance 
from the levels assumed here. 

-.e-.* 95”F/SingbSpeed 

I - - - -. .. 35°F / Either-Speed I 

Figure 7 Maximum potential COP gains from ideal mixtures for unitary air-to-air heat pumps-all conditions. 

1 2 3 4 5 s 
RELATIVE TOTAL UA 
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Benefits of Refrigerant-Side 
Heat Transfer Augmentation 

The analysis to this point has considered the benefits of 
larger effective HXs without regard for how the larger total 
UA multiples might be obtained. In the remaining analysis, 
we consider how augmentation (or degradation) of the 
refrigerant-side heat transfer coefficients in evaporators and 
condensers would affect overall UA values and the idealized 
application COPS. 

Three factors that will reduce the potential gains from 
refrigerant-side augmentation are 

1. air-side-dominant heat transfer resistance (low FR 
factors), 

2. low external glides on both heat exchangers, and 
3. high pressure ratio operation, which can be determined 

from the refrigerant conditions involved. 

The first of these factors relates to both pure and mixed 
refrigerant cycles and the latter two factors negatively 
impact the cycle potential with mixtures. 

Augmentation Equations From the definition of the 
refrigerant-side resistance ratio, FR,BAsE, given by Equation 
14 and the relationship between refrigerant, external, and 
overall UA for each heat exchanger given by Equation 15, 
an equation relating refrigerant-side augmentation to overall 
UA multiples can be derived. Let MRsuG be defined as the 
refrigerant-side augmentation (or degradation) multiplier. 
Then the overall UA multiplier for the heat exchanger, 
M mAUG, can be related to FR BAsE and MRAUG, using 

’ Equations 15 and 16, by 

M m,AUG = II{ 1 -&BASE ’ (l-1/M~,~.~)) (16) 

where the baseline and maximum UA multiples are 

M EY,AlJG = ‘, if MRAuG = 1 

MHX&-JG = 141 - I;~,B,&, if MRAuG = 00. 

For example, for an HX with initially equal air-to- 
refrigerant-side resistances, i.e., FR,BAsE = 0.5, the 
maximum UA multiple increase from refrigerant-only 
augmentation is a factor of two, whereas with FR,BAsE = 
0.25, the maximum augmentation multiplier is only 1.33. 
This sample calculation indicates that for refrigerant 
augmentation to be most beneficial-especially where 
FR &4SE < 0.5-the air-side coefficients must be increased 
along with the refrigerant-side. 

The resulting overall UA multiplier for each heat ex- 
changer is applied to the unaugmented MTDB by the 
equation 

MTDA UG = MTDBfMHX,A.G* (17) 

Awe&&ion Cases The eflects of refrigerant-side 
augmentation are considered for air-to-air heat pumps at 
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the conditions most favorable to mixtures’O--the sittgle- 
speed, mild-ambient cooling-mode case with counterflow 
HXs. Both pure and mixed refrigerant augmentation were 
considered. For the pure refrigerant case, 0% and 100% 
augmentation levels were evaluated. (Values of MRsuG 
were 1.0 and 2.0, respectively). For the mixture analysis, 
three cases were examined: a worst-case 50% maximum 
degradation, a break-even case equal to the pure refrigerant 
heat transfer coefficient, and a 100% past-break-even 
augmentation. Values of MRsuG were 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0. 

Two levels of initial refrigerant-side resistance ratios 
were used, corresponding to the lowest and highest FR BASE 
estimates provided by the ABI survey. The low sensitivity 
(air-side dominant) case used FR,BAsE values of 0.25 for the 
evaporator and 0.30 for the condenser. The high sensitivity 
(neither-side do minant) case used FR &ISE values of 0.5 for 

’ both evaporator and condenser. 
Augmentation Results The refrigerant-side augmen- 

tation potential of the example cases are shown in Figures 
8 and 9 where COP gain percentages are plotted versus 
relative UA multiples. These two figures show the COP 
maximum gains possible for the low- and high-sensitivity 
air-to-air cases, respectively. The individual curves in 
Figures 8 and 9 show the COP effect of changes in overall 
UA with equal augmentation on both sides (i.e., while 
maintaining fixed FR values). The comparison between 
curves in a pure or mixed refrigerant family shows the 
impact of different refrigerant-side augmentation (and 
degradation) scenarios.11 

The abscissa and ordinate of Figures 8 and 9 differ 
from those of Figures 6 and 7 in two significant ways. 
First, the relative total HX UA is referenced to the state-of- 
the-art size rather thsn to the low-efficiency baseline used 
for Figures 6 and 7. Second, the COP gains in Figures 8 
and 9 are computed relative to the pure refrigerant COP 
value at the state-of-the-art size rather than relative to the 
pure refrigerant values at equivalent UA levels. Therefore, 
the two figures show potential COP benefits relative to an 
unaugmented pure refrigerant case of state-of-the-art HX 
size. 

Discussion The augmentation results for the pure 
refrigerants show diminishing returns in all cases. For the 
mixed-refrigerant cases, the 100% (past bresk-even) aug- 
mentation benefits hold constant at about 10 percentage 
points for the low-sensitivity case (Figure 8) and rise to 20 
percentage points with the more balanced resistance ratio 
(Figure 9). The 50% degradation case lowers the potential 
mixture COP gain by about 1.5 times the effect of the 
100% augmentation. This occurs because a refrigerant-side 

“Conditions that are also most closely represented by the 
simplifying glide assumptions of the present analysis. 

llN~te that only for the MRAUG = 1.0 curves do the FR ratios 
remain at the initial values. @or the M uG = 0.5 and 2.0 cases, 
the new FR ratios are given by FR = 5+ R,JJ * Mm+&MRsve 
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-+ MIX-50% Degradation 
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RELATIVE TOTAL HEAT EXCHANGER AREA 

(Referenced To SOA Equipment At 1.5X Base Size) 

Figure 8 Refrigerant-side augmentation poteruialforpure refrigerants and ideal mixtures in air-to-air heatpumps-low- 
sensitivity case. 

1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 

RELATIVE TOTAL HEAT EXCHANGER AREA 
(Referenced To SOA Equipment At 1.5X Base Size) 

-+ MIX-100% Augmentation 

-o- MIX-No Degradation 

+- MIX-50% Degradation 

-o- PURE-100% Augmentation- 

-O- PURE-No Augmentation 

HIGH-SENSITIVITY CASE 

Figure 9 Refrigerant-side augmentation potentialforpure refrigerants and ideal mixtures in air-to-air heatpwnps-high- 
sensitivity case. 

degradation tends to make refrigerant-side effects more. 
dominant on overall UA, while augmentation of the lesser 
resistance side has more of a dampened effect. Because in 
neither of the two f&ues are the dominant resistances on 
the refrigerant side, it is more effective to first use refriger- 
ant-side augmentation to minimize any mixture heat transfer 
degradations. Once the break-even heat transfer level is 
reached, refrigerant- and air-side augmentations should be 
made simultaneously, whenever possible. 

At state-of-the-art UA levels, the postulated 50% 
maximum degradation level for mixtures is seen to reduce 
COP in the air-side-dominated case of Figure 8 by about 
10 46 compared to 20% for the neither-sidedominant 

(balanced) HX case. Similarly, the crossover HX area 
(where the mixture COP with M’JUG = 0.5 exceeds that 
of the pure refrigerant case) needed to compensate for this 
worst-case heat transfer loss is about 1.6 times state-of-the- 
art levels for the air-sidedominated case versus 2.2 for the 
balanced HX. Clearly, mixtures with degraded heat transfer 
performance are best used in heat pumps with air-side- 
dominated HXs. Conversely, the best advantage can be 
made of mixtures and refrigerant-side augmentation when 
used in balanced- to refrigerant-side-dominant HXs with 
augmentation that either minimizes, equals, or exceeds the 
heat transfer performance of the pure refrigerant alterna- 
tives. 
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Figures 8 and 9 can additionally be used to examine the 
effects of increased coil area (directly proportional to the 
abscissa) relative to refrigerant-side augmentation (by 
interpolated movement between the family of curves in the 
ydirection). The COP sensitivity to the x-axis can alterna- 
tively be interpreted as showing the effects of increased 
overall U as both the air side and refrigerant side are aug- 
mented equally while the FR,BAsE ratio is maintained. 

Increases in effective HX size using advanced refriger- 
ant- and air-side surfaces (movement along the abcissa in 
Figures 8 and 9 by whatever combinations of overall coil 
conductance and area are most economical) are seen to 
benefit preferentially mixture systems that can approach 
ideal glide matching. Because the economics of heat 
exchanger design tradeoffs are beyond the scope of this 
study and nonideal glide-matching effects have not been 
included, no attempt is made here to identify how much 
more UA can be economically justified in a mixture system. 
However, the performance increases predicted by Figures 
8 and 9 do suggest that such mixture cycles would have 
larger UA levels in an economically optimum configuration 
than their pure refrigerant alternatives. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Using a modified Carnot analysis with finite HX sixes, 
counterflow HXs, and ideal glide matching, the potential of 
the simple vapor-compression Lorenz cycle with refrigerant 
mixtures was determined for air-to-air heat pump applica- 
tion. The potential COP gains are 1.5 to 2 times larger in 
the cooling mode than in heating. Maximum COP increases 
of 8% at state-of-the-art HX Sims and 20% at twice state- 
of-the-art levels are predicted under single- and variable- 
speed mild ambient cooling conditions-relative to pure 
refrigerant performance at equal UA levels. 

The effect of deviations from counterflow in the heat 
exchangers is examined. Countercrossflow arrangements 
with two and three rows provide about 50% and 75 96, 
respectively, of the COP performance gain predicted for 
counter-flow-the latter of which is closely approached by 
coils with four or more cotmter-crossflow rows. 

Losses from many-row crossflow performance relative 
to counterflow are seen to eliminate or sharply reduce most 
of the predicted COP gains until a UA multiple of twice 
state-of-the-art HX size is reached. Few-row crossflow 
configurations will further lower the relative mixture 
performance. A counter-crossflow arrangement with two 
rows is predicted to outperform a many-row crossflow 
arrangement at UA multiples of most practical interest. This 
same two-row counter-crossflow arrangement would also 
outperform a unit with a one-row outdoor coil combined 
with a four-row counter-crossflow indoor coil. 

Means should be further investigated to enable heat 
pumps using glide-matching mixtures to operate with 
unidirectional refrigerant flow. Under such conditions, a 
two-row cotmter-crossflow outdoor coil combined with a 

four-row counter-crossflow indoor coil could exceed 75% 
of the performance potential predicted for heat pumps with 
comterflow HXs. 

Refrigerant-side augmentation with pure refrigerants 
shows diminishing returns relative to ideally glide-matched 
mixtures. For glide-matched mixed refrigerants, the COP 
benefits of 100% augmentation remain constant at about 10 
percentage points (relative to a pure refrigerant at the state- 
of-the-art UA level) for the case of dominant air-side 
resistance and are near 20 96 for coils with initially balanced 
air- and refrigerant-side resistances. Because refrigerant- 
side heat transfer is not the dominant coil resistance, 
refrigerant-side-onZy augmentation is most beneficial when 
used to offset mixture heat transfer degradations. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The modified Camot approach is proposed as a 
convenient screening tool for looking broadly at the maxi- 
mum potential benefits of increased HX area and refriger- 
ant-side augmentation in candidate applications. Modifica- 
tions should be made to further extend its utility to less 
idealized cases, such as few-row crossflow configurations 
and nonideal glide matching. Mixture COP gains predicted 
from this extended version should be compared to results 
for specific mixtures with a range of glides in a vapor- 
compression cycle to establish how well the trends of the 
simplified approach are correlated. 
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